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The Monthly Observations
for January 2021
I hope your new year’s starting well
Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for “January 2021”. They profile this month’s
energetic rhythms and link to the forecast for this year. They aim to help you process and learn
about spiritual and energetic life. Implicit in this are intuitive and invisible dimensions as well.
Insights about collective rhythms can be useful when life’s challenging. They help us link back into
the big picture – what’s truly real universally.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work offers face-to-face, phone and email consultations – every format is just as
effective. It’s set up to meet social distancing requirements. To make a booking or explore what
format suits you, get in contact here. I only log on to emails Monday to Friday mornings so call or
sms if you want a faster reply.

Have you heard about my Clearing Cards®?
… they help you get back to your spiritual core. Life functions best when we release egoic dynamics
on a conscious (choosing!) level. After shuffling the deck, I pulled the card shown in the image to the
right. There is no such thing as coincidence, especially when we embrace spiritually intuitive
wavelengths! Reading through this month’s Observations, you are likely to sense the aptness of the
card’s message….

There are 80 Clearing Cards® to a set with each one offering two levels of message. Either or both
can help you learn and shift through dynamics; learn about energy; intuit. It’s amazing what morphs
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when we breathe, release grips and let divine will prevail. To purchase a set or read more about my
Clearing Cards, go through to my Shop or click here.

“JANUARY”S NUMBERS
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are the
main numbers then my Observations about “January 2021”.
This Month’s Profile
each year

in 2021

1

2022/6

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

27/9

122/5

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

28/1

2144/2

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again

“January 2021”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s numerological profile, this month produces the following count. Examining
a chart from this angle can help to clarify what’s going on. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or “bad”
(life tends to deliver a mix). What we can find initially jarring often leads into better states. A count
like this can help us process and make sense of things. When a number presents three or more
times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

2

8

12

-

2

4

2

1

1

2

Let’s look more closely at this…..

“January” delivers “1” and “2022/6” as birth numbers
how self stands and relates will matter
This needn’t point to challenges for you directly (numbers also signal what we’ll witness). We have,
of course, an inauguration coming. That plays well into this month’s chart. Self-ness, adulthood –
what is it really? What frequency do you operate at? We swing between poles as performers – some
days, ideally; on others, not so. “1” guides us how to become more elder no matter our age or
background. Through this, it helps us seek and choose to resonate spiritually. This can play out
through lessons or endorsements; mirrors to soulful or egoic being. “1”, therefore, brings the chance
to be self - to the next level - no crutches. We’re all here, of course, to be a model, not just adopt
one. “1” periods can nudge us further into genuine, authentic “I”. They often pull people into solid
empowerment. You might sense, in “January”, the universe guiding you along these lines.
“1” can ask selves to stand solo in ways that, sometimes, feel alone. It likes people honouring what
they need rather than overly-pleasing the crowd. This time of year can trigger great prompts to step
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out more individually. People can feel the need to stride a little more independently. This is
pioneering, however – a trait “2021” wants unpacked. Christmas and year end/start often see calls
to adhere to outside demands. “1” comes, this month, to help selves review this and reboot where
that’s needed. Wherever convention offers limitation, you might be asked to honour gut feel.
It’s only by experimenting with life that many of us come to the right place. “2022” is going to help
here – “2” denotes positioning; “6”, peacefulness - inner and outer; positions where all (real) needs
are met more. Egoic self can mislabel its wants, restricting outer life as a result. Gut feel doesn’t lie –
model and mind can (rather, perceive from “interesting” positions). “1” periods can seem
disconnected whilst self is getting the groove about things. They needn’t feel isolated or rejecting
even when they seek truthfulness. Being oneself, truly really, can need all mind released, Here is
where we come to independence; a place where we socialize without heaviness. “1” is “stand tall in
self-knowledge in an inclusive and respectful way”. “2022” wants life to flow well – all of it – no
blocks or restraints. As a master number, it’s likely to reveal more about spiritually relating.
How we step out and respond to what happens impacts, of course, what then occurs. Through
relating well (“2”) – or not! – and honouring gut feel (“1”), selves and life will (re-)balance out. “1”
represents “management” in all the ways we can know it. As a zone, it wants us steering all ships to
the right ports. Optimising outcomes, truly, really, tends to involve us backing what we know. This
can trigger the need to push back or step differently. Here, “1” helps people (re-)connect with truth
no matter what the group aims for. Spiritually done, war’s not an option. Negotation, listening and
choosing are. “6” is this month’s specific birth number, representing harmony, support, peace.
Agreement’s not needed to grow these wavelengths; inclusive and respectful being is. This will play
into “January”s “2”s given their role in teaching us placement. How we go about things is a “2”
dynamic - how to dance as “I” valuing all self.

This month’s M.O.s are “27/9” and “122/5”
change and closure come calling again!
We’re used to “9” – it visited last year, each month, at noticeable levels. My Observations about
2021 discuss these two numbers. This could bring louder “9” and “5” states: closure, compassion,
growth, rebirth. In this sense, this month could help people embrace the new year in solid terms. A
cycle’s first stages tend to highlight what needs to shift, leave, remain. The second part often finds
people acting clearer on that learning. This month, you could feel change a-stirring as idea, dream
and/or dare to try. Even here, the birth numbers will help soul (truthful self) step out. “January”s
M.O.s reinforce other, key elements in this year’s chart. Out of this could spring a greater sense of
ease or support.
“27/9” also boosts “2” as the need to see/learn again. “7” flags mind and how we use it – let it help
or get in the way. It also flags the call to meditation; intuitive development; bonding with Source. It’s
spiritual wisdom, big picture vistas, and how these states add when they’re tapped into. Linking in
with “1”s push for more gut feel, intuitive realms might call louder. “7” flags divine – not human –
intelligence that guides, heals and releases mind. Egoic self is bi-polar – black vs white; good vs bad.
“7” is the call to release limit and see/grow all the goodies in life’s “grey zones”.
“122/5” will add to what’s written about the birth numbers above. Responding, offering, witnessing
and hearing could be louder themes this month. Comparison is another “2” wavelength – it’s how
we learn and assimilate things. “7”, just discussed, can encourage more consciously wholistic, wellrounded viewpoints. It can find us overly-steeped in model – should’s abounding; restriction, too.
“5” wants actions positively geared; moored in what’s fair and universal. Environmental health will
continue calling selves to innovate, evolve, act. That’s a no brainer, yet, through this, divine self – in
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things, states or people - will become more public. I have talked about “5” from other angles in my
Observations for 2021. Feel free to click here to learn more about it.

clearings, healings & meditations over the phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that
stun us – often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune
into what’s been happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you
can revisit the guidance you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
you can read reviews about me here

The reality numbers are “28/1” and “2144/2”
what is your vision? How to best build it.
“8”, featuring with two “4”s here, could boost the call to look at our dreams. “8” is our vision, path
and project, and how/whether we’re living it. “4” flags frameworks, assumptions, approaches as I
wrote often in “2020”. Even here, you might sense the positive vibes as this year beings. The similar
themes between these numbers could bring a sense of continuity. Constancy in flow or experience
tends to help selves embrace the rhythms (and change!) now on offer. “4” is the builder; “8” is self’s
arrival (“success” at the end of day). There’s lots of synchronicity in this month’s chart. By relating
and positioning self interest well (“2”) and clarifying goals (“8”), this month could unfold in
empowering ways.
“8” can be a phase that shows us how to cook and adjust recipes. Through such dynamics, we’re
likely to channel a level of “I” that’s ready to get out and give. “4”s will also prompt enhancements
wherever they’re needed now. It’s very much a month for getting a sense of how this new year could
play out. That makes it a great time for brainstorming future - what do you really, truly want?
Manifesting well can need this question answered in spiritual terms. Inherent in this is clarity around
the rhythms and states desired most of all. By clarifying such things, we often become clearer about
how to attract and deliver the rightness we have sensed we’re here for.
Intuitively, rightness is a gut feel (not just a mentally-endorsed state). In normal worlds, logics are
important but soul is and seeks more than that. Rightness is felt and this month’s “2144” is a master
number, too. Three of them appear in this month’s profile: “28/10/1”, “2022/6” and this number. It
adds through “11” as it reduces so louder “1” dynamics could surface. Mentioned above, this can
signal great news; the sense one is living a meaningful life. “1” is affirmation – therefore,
empowerment; self standing strong, confident, fairly. It pays to moor into such rhythms if we seek
authentically into the long-term. “1” advises, “Don’t be scared to be you”; “Everyone’s unique”;
“Difference is a plus”. Just because others are not the same, that doesn’t mean anyone or thing is a
problem. Issues only flare when we overly seek agreement, sameness, conformity. “1” also flags a
time to learn how to love self in every-one and -thing. You gotta love you as you do every other.
Where can you finetune your self-talk? Exclusion, special and rejection are signals that egoic
wavelengths have too much of a hold.
So…. “11” means “truth” – big pictures birthing to widen views. Through this, we often start
consciously sharpening thoughts, feelings, offerings. Master numbers can see a boost in intuitive,
invisible, wavelengths. Ghosts, dreams, pressure or oddness can become louder in some way. Yet
“1” uses isolation to help self stand taller in experience. It signals that sense of unspoken “I know”
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(which is actually clairaudience). “7” and “4” can also do this. “January ‘21” seems to want more
certainty. This may emerge as the need to process riddles or find people feeling surer about things.
The great news is that this new month will help us embrace the new year well. “5” flags lessons in
“you can do it!”; how to accept the fullness of your potential.
All in all, twelve “2”s, eight “1”s and four “5”s present this month. All the other numbers, “0” to “9”,
appear once, not at all or twice. This suggests a quieter/gentler time because fewer numbers repeat
enough to challenge hard. Master numbers could influence this but the chart seems softer than
others of late. This could throw more focus onto “2”, “1” and “5” dynamics. Don’t be surprised if you
feel more centred; less pushed or pulled about by life. Relative to last month and year, this “January”
looks incredibly helpful. So? Use whatever time off you have to really sync into these rhythms.
Life always helps those who nurture their spiritually intuitive reality. That doesn’t mean every day is
perfect but can see more guidance coming in. Just being self – human and imperfect – is how selves
help life mentor them best. Life’s on your side – and every-one/-thing else’s! It always was, will be
and is. Even if we’re down, this year is likely to re-present this ism. “5” represents how we’ll learn
and channel so now’s a good time to witness and breathe. Said in my forecast for “2021”, everything
communicates if we let it. The sense of “bad” only prevails when egoic self’s driving the bus. Let go
of all projections and tension; stand firm in flow; be in the now. Every second is a new outcome no
matter how it links into the past. Stop taking selfies – freezing the moment; possibly holding it far
too long. Let life inform you so as to discover, sense, become and offer more.

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and
last birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your
personal chart. Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition
through all sorts of things. They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can
occur when we do this.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from 11th January to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s
Metaphysical Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first
Thursday of every month. We offer free readings - feel free to email your date of birth and question
or topic for next month to metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. The program likes to be interactive and
your details aren’t used for any other purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 7th at threedradio.com
from 9pm, Adelaide (South Australia) time or visit here to listen to it from the 11th.

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
Have a great month!
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